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Prof. Philip L-F Liu is an internationally-recognised, front-line researcher in the fields of water
wave theory, tsunami dynamics, wave-breaking processes, sediment transport and the
interaction of waves with structures. Since the 1990s, he has pioneered the development of a
unified mathematical model of wave behaviour that covers a wide range of nonlinearity and
frequency dispersion. The advances he has achieved have resulted, for the first time, in
physically-based mathematical models and efficient computational procedures that produce
accurate predictions of wave fields over complex bathymetry as well as in the vicinity of coastal
structures. His reputation rests on the outstanding contributions he has made to fundamental
understanding of wave processes and to the applicability of his research to practical engineering
problems. For example, his recently-developed numerical model (CORBAS), which provides a
detailed description of the generation and dissipation of turbulence energy by wave breaking,
has been used around the world as a research and engineering tool to study and evaluate
breakwater designs.
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